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Abstract: 

Ranking fraud in the mobile App market refers to fraudulent or deceptive activities which have a purpose of bumping up 

the Apps in the popularity list. Indeed, it becomes mo re and more frequent for App developers to use shady means, such as 

inflating their Apps’ sales or posting phony App ratings, to commit ranking fraud. In this paper, we provide a holistic view 

of ranking fraud and propose a ranking fraud detection system for mobile Apps. Specifically, we first propose to accurately 

locate the ranking fraud by mining the active periods, namely leading sessions, of mobile Apps. Such leading sessions can be 

leveraged for detecting the local anomaly instead of global anomaly of App rankings. Furthermore, we investigate three 

types of evidences, i.e., ranking based evidences, rating based evidences and review based evidences, by modeling Apps’ 

ranking, rating and review behaviors through statistical hypotheses tests. In addition, we propose an optimization based 

aggregation method to integrate all the evidences for fraud detection. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 
The mobile applications are growing in a faster rate now a day, 

for instance, at the end of 2013 April, there are more than 1.6 

million Apps at Apple's App store and Google Play.  For 

simulating the growth of the app, many app stores released 

leader boards. This became the most important way to promote 

mobile apps. If ranking is high in the leader board, number of 

downloads and revenue increases. To increase the download of 

the app, developers manipulate the chart ranking, using human 

water armies and bot-farms. For example, for a little engineer 

who's just discharged an iOS application, a position close to the 

highest point of Apple's App Store rankings could mean the 

contrast between a million dollars in income and Top Ra men 

for supper. So it's nothing unexpected that a few coders attempt 

to cheat the frame work and that Apple tries to stop it. Apple got 

serious about various questionable promoting firms that 

utilization programming bots and multitudes of human clients 

to download applications as a group, pushing the titles to 

prominent situating inside of the App Store's "Top Free" 

rankings outline. It isn't clear what number o f applications has 

been influenced by the bans, yet in any given month, Apple 

brings down 5,000 applications for an assortment of reasons, as 

per application seek firm Xyologic. The designers' worries 

came during a period when general App Store downloads were 

strikingly diminishing. Matthäus Krzy kowski, the CEO of 

Xyologic, said that the volume of downloads on the U.S. 

Application Store has fallen 25 percent since January. The 

diminishing, he says, can to a limited extent be ascribed to 

Apple's crackdown on bots and its choice to battle 

"incentivized" introduce. Recently, Apple made expansive 

move against outsider promoting administrations firms since 

proof demonstrated a few advertisers were controlling the 

Apps. 

LITERATURE SURVEY: While there are some associated 

work regarding ranking fraud, such as: 

 
Web    Ranking     Spam     Detection: Vyas Krishna 

Maheshchandra and Prof. Ankit P. Vaishnav done an overview 

on an eminent source of assembling the analysis on particular 

item where people will write their reviews based on the item. 

Some people will mislead by writing the wrong comments. This 

leads to the review spam. So, they used the diverse methods 

acquainted with recognize the Review spam with their 

outcome, methods such as Vector Space, SVM, SLM, LM and 

I-match. Some of the time individuals might run over the off- 

base conclusions called as survey spam. 

 

Ms. Meenal M. Sh ingare, and Prof. S. R. Chaudhary worked on 

the recognition of the spam in web which makes trick or 

deceive to web search tool. Clients have a harder time finding 

the data they need, and internet searchers need to adapt to a 

swelled corpus, which thus causes their expense per question to 

increment. In this manner, web crawlers have a solid impetus to 

get rid of spam website pages from their file. They used a 

Language model for an effective detection of web spam which 

merges latest link-based features build on a classifier. For 

executing this SVMs calculation is utilized which go for 

scanning for a hyper p lane that isolates two classes of 

information with the biggest edge. 

 

Shrijina Sreenivasan and B.Laksh mipathi proposed the work 

which identifies with the correlation of web spam location 

utilizing three unsupervised learning strategies, SOM, HMM 

and ART as opposed to the directed methods SVM. The 

regulated procedures experiences the disadvantage that it 

functions admirably just with vast datasets and is not expected 

to be a genuine –time application. After a near study, the 

proposed strategy is found to yield a higher execution than the 

current supervised learning techniques. 
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Online Re vie w Spam Detection: M ichael Cra wford*, Taghi 

M. Khoshgoftaar, Joseph D. Prusa, Aaron N.  Richter  and  Ha 

mzah Al Na jada did the survey on Online spam recognition to 

give a solid and thorough near investigation of momentum 

exploration on distinguishing survey spam utilizing different 

mach in e-learning strategies and to devise approach for leading 

further exa mination. They used the noticeable machine learning 

methods that have been proposed to take care of the issue of 

audit spam recognition and the execution of various 

methodologies for grouping and recognition of audit spam. 

Sushant Kokate, and Bharat Tidke worked on finding the 

online trumped up feedback for the movies. For doing this they 

used a classifier called J48, it will produce ARFF fro m the 

unmistakable components to identifying the untruthful audits. 

As a feature of future work, they fuse survey spammer 

discovery into the survey location and the other way around. 

Investigating approaches to learn conduct designs identified 

with that spamming in order to enhance the precision of the 

present relapse model is moreover. 

 

Amir Kara m, and Bin Zhou proposed to utilize classifications 

of lexical se mantic and linguistic features in the recognition of 

online spam audits. The examination results appeared that by 

consolidating numerous linguistic features of surveys, the 

recognition execution of spam audits can be incredibly 

enhanced, contrasting and the best in class strategies. 

Mobile App Rec ommendation : Xiao Xia, Xiaodong Wang, 

and Xingming Zhou proposed a novel method recommendation 

by making us of global details about applications, where the 

dangerous development of portable applications offers meet 

people's high expectations of application revelation. They also 

produced suggestions by both exa mining the metadata and 

measuring the closeness between applications, utilizing the 

Latent Se mantic Index strategy. They also proposed an assorted 

qualities measurement–based advancement structure for the 

improvement    of    versatile   application     recommender 

frameworks. To execute the structure, they assist show the 

frame work advancement as a multi-criteria streamlining issue 

and plan a rank accumulation scheme to settle it. Hengshu Zhu, 

Hui Xiong,Yong Ge and Enhong Chen developed a phony 

application recommender system by using the privacy and 

security alertness. They composed a versatile and p rogra mmed 

approach for evaluating the security dangers of Mobile Apps. 

To exa mine both Apps 'reputation and clients' security 

inclinations for suggestions, they presented an adaptable App 

suggestion strategy in light of the advanced portfolio 

hypothesis. Especially, they too built up an App hash tree to 

effectively turn upward Apps in suggestion. 

 

EXIS TING S YS YTEM: While there is some associated work, 

for example, web ranking spam recognition, online review 

spam identification and mobile App suggestion, the issue of 

identifying ranking fraud for versatile Apps is still under 

investigated. As a rule, the related works of this study can be 

assembled into three classifications. The primary classification 

is about web spam detection, second is identifying online 

review spam and finally the last classification incorporates the 

study on mobile app suggestion. 

 

 

PROPOS ED S YSTEM: With the expansion in the quantity of 

web Apps, to identify the fake Apps, we have proposed a basic 

and powerful calculation which recognizes the leading sessions of 

each Application in light of its chronicled positioning of records. 

By examining the ranking behavior of apps, we co me across that 

the fraud apps frequently has dissimilar patterns for ranking 

compared with the normal apps in every leading sessions. 

Subsequently, will perceive few extortion confirmations   from   

applications   chronicled   records   and expounded to three 

capacities to get such positioning from misrepresentation 

confirmations. 

Mining Leading Sessions: There are two principle stages for 

identifying the ranking fraud: There are two main steps for 

mining leading sessions. 

 

First, we need to discover leading events from the App’s 

historical ran king records. 

 

Second, we need to merge adjacent leading events for 

constructing leading sessions. 
 

 
Figure 1: System framework 

 

Algorithm to find the leading sessions: 
 

Input 1: a’s historical ranking records Ra; 

Input 2: the ran king threshold K*; 

Input 2: the merging threshold ϕ; 

Output: the set of a’s leading sessions Sa; 

Initialization: Sa = ϕ; 

1: Es = ϕ; e = ϕ; s = ϕ; t e start = 0;  

2: for each i ∈  [1, |Ra |] do 

3: if r a i ≤ *K∗  and t e start == 0 then  

4: te start = ti; 

5: else if r ai > K∗  and t e start = 0 then 

6: //found one event; 

7: t e end = t i−1; e =< te start, te end >;  

8: if Es == ϕ then 

9: Es∪ = e; t s start = t e start; t s end = t e end; 

10: else if (t e start − t s end) < ϕ then 
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11: Es∪ = e; t s end = t e end; 

12: else then 

13: //found one session; 

14: s =< ts start, ts end, Es >; 

15: Sa∪ = s; s = ϕ is a new session; 

16: Es = {e }; t s start = t e start; t s end = t e end; 

17: t e start = 0; e = ϕ is a new leading event;  

18: return Sa 

In Algorithm, we denote each leading event e and session s as 

tuples < te start, te end > and < ts start, ts end, Es > 

respectively, where Es is the set of leading events in session s. 

Specifically, we first extract individual leading event e for the 

given App a (i.e., Step 2 to 7) from the beginning time. For 

each extracted individual leading event e, we check the time 

span between e and the current leading session s to decide 

whether they belong to the same leading session based on 

Definition 2. Particularly, if (t e start−t s end) < ϕ, e will be 

considered as a new leading session (i.e., Step 8 to 16). Thus, 

this algorithm can identify leading events and sessions by 

scanning a’s historical ranking records only once. 

 

Ranking based evidence: a leading session is composed of 

several leading events. Therefore, we should first analyze the 

basic characteristics of leading events for extracting fraud 

evidences. By analyzing the Apps’ historical ran king records, 

we observe that Apps’ ranking behaviors in a leading event 

always satisfy a specific ran king pattern, which consists of 

three   different   ranking   phases,   namely,    rising    phase, 

maintaining phase and recession phase. Specifically, in each 

leading event, an App’s ranking first increases to a peak 

position in the leader board (i.e., rising phase), then keeps such 

peak position for a period (i.e., maintaining phase), and finally 

decreases till the end of the event (i.e., recession phase). 

Indeed, such a ranking pattern shows an important 

understanding of leading event. In the following, we formally 

define the three ranking phases of a leading event 

The number of leading events in a leading session, i.e., |Es|,     is 

also a strong signature of ranking fraud. For a normal App, the 

recession phase indicates the fading of popularity. Therefore, 

after the end of a leading event, it is unlikely to appear another 

leading event in a short time unless the App updates its version 

or carries out some sales promotion. Therefore, if a leading 

session contains much more leading events compared with 

other leading sessions of Apps in the leader board, it has high 

probability of having ranking fraud. To capture this, we define 

two statistical hypotheses to compute the significance of |Es| for 

each leading session as follows. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 0: The signature |Es| of leading session s is not 

useful for detecting ranking fraud. HYPOTHESIS 1: The 

signature |Es| of leading session s is significantly larger than 

expectation. Since |Es| always has discrete values, we propose to 

leverage the Poisson approximation to calculate the p value with 

the above hypotheses.  Specifically, we assume |Es| follows the 

Poisson distribution, |Es| ∼ P(λs), where  the parameter λs can be 

learnt by the MLE method from the observations of |Es| in all 

Apps’  historical  leading  sessions. Then, we can calculate the p-

value as follows, 

 

Therefore, we can compute the evidence by 

Ψ1(s) = 1 − P (P(λs) ≥ |Es| ) . 

Intuitively, the value evidence Ψ1(s) is all within the range of 

[0, 1]. Meanwhile, the higher evidence value a leading session 

has, the higher probability this session contains ranking fraud 

activities. 

 
Rating Based Evidence: 

The ranking based evidences are useful for ranking fraud 

detection. However, sometimes it is not sufficient to only use 

ranking based evidences. For example, some Apps created by 

the famous developers, such as Game loft, may have some 

leading events with large values of θ1 due to the developers’ 

credibility and the “word-of mouth” advertising effect. 

Moreover, some of the legal marketing services, such as 

“limited time discount”, May also result in significant ranking 

based evidences. To solve this issue, we also study how to 

extract fraud evidences from Apps’ historical rating records. 

Specifically, after an App has been published, it can be rated by 

any user who downloaded it. Indeed, user rating is one of the 

most important features of App advertisement. An App which 

has higher rating may attract more users to download and can 

also be ranked higher in the leader board. Thus, rating 

manipulation is also an important perspective of ranking fraud. 

Intuitively, if an App has ranking fraud in a leading session s, 

the ratings during the time period of s may have anomaly 

patterns compared with its historical ratings, which can be used 

for constructing rating based evidences. 

For a normal App, the average rating in a specific leading 

session should be consistent with the average value of all 

historical ratings. In contrast, an App with rating manipulation 

might have surprisingly high ratings in the fraudulent leading 

sessions with respect to its historical ratings. Here, we define a 

fraud signature ∆Rs for each leading session as follows, 

∆Rs = Rs −Ra Ra, (s ∈  a)  

where Rs is the average rating in leading session s, and Ra is 

the average historical rating of App a. Therefore, if a leading 

session has significantly higher value of ∆Rs compared with 

other leading sessions of Apps in the leader board, it has high 

probability of having ran king fraud. To capture this, we define 

statistical hypotheses to compute the significance of ∆Rs for 

each leading session as follow. 

 
HYPOTHESIS 0: The signature ∆Rs of leading session s is not 

useful for detecting ranking fraud. HYPOTHESIS 1: The 

signature ∆Rs of leading session s is significantly higher than 

expectation. Here, we use the Gaussian approximation to 

calculate the p-value with the above hypotheses. Specifically, 

we assume ∆Rs follows the Gaussian distribution, 

∆Rs ∼ N (µR, σR), where µR and σR can be learnt by the MLE 
method from the observations of ∆Rs in all Apps’ historical 
leading sessions. Then, we can co mpute the evidence by 

Ψ2(s) = 1−P(N(µR,σR) ≥ ∆Rs). 

 
Review Based Evidences: 

Besides ratings, most of the App stores also allow users to 

write some textual comments as App reviews. Such reviews 

can reject the personal perceptions and usage experiences of 

existing users for particular mobile Apps.  Indeed, review 

manipulation is one of the most important perspectives of App 

ranking fraud. Specifically, before down loading or purchasing a 

new mobile App, users often gristly read its historical reviews 

to ease their decision ma king, and a mobile App contains more 
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Positive reviews may attract more users to download. 

Therefore, imposters often post fake reviews in the leading 

sessions of a specific App in order to inflate the App 

Indeed, most of the review manipulations are implemented by 

bot farms due to the high cost of human resource. Therefore, 

review spamers often post multiple duplicate or near-duplicate 

reviews on the same App to inflate download. In contrast, the 

normal App always have diversified reviews since users have 

different personal perceptions and usage experiences. Based on 

the above observations, here we define a fraud signature 

Sim(s), which denotes the average mutual similarity between 

the reviews within leading session s. specifically; this fraud 

signature can be computed by following steps. 
 

 

Ψ 3(s) = 1−P(N(µSim,σSim) ≥ Sim(s)). 

 
Aggregation Evidence: 

After extracting three types of fraud evidences, the next 

challenge is how to combine them for ran king fraud detection. 

Specifically, we define the final evidence score Ψ∗ (s) as a linear 

combination of all the existing evidences 
 

 

Where NΨ = 7 is the number of evidences, and weight wi ∈  
[0,1] is the aggregation parameter of evidence Ψi(s). 

 
CONCLUSION: This paper surveys different existing 

strategies utilized for web spam recognition, which is identified 

with the positioning extortion for portable Apps. Additionally, 

we have seen references for online survey spam identification 

and versatile App suggestion. 

By extracting the leading sessions of versatile Apps, we intend 

to find the ranking fraud. The leading sessions works for 

identifying the nearby inconsistency of App rankings.  The 

frame work expects to distinguish the ranking frauds taking into 

account three sorts of confirmations, for example, ranking, 

rating and review based proofs. Further, an optimization based 

aggregation strategy joins all the three proofs to distinguish the 

fraud. 
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